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Purpose of Presentation

Provide an update for progress related to CritView for FY21

1. FY21 budget summary
2. FY21 spending data and break down
3. Provide highlights for FY21
4. Highlights for the technical talks to be given at this TPR
5. COVID-19 impacts to NCSP work
CritView Budget, Spending, Highlights

- FY21 SRS-IPD1 (CritView) received no funding
- ~$80K in carryover from prior years available
- For the 3rd and 4th quarters two interns supported the effort
FY21 CritView Highlights

• Two interns supported effort
• Learned about CritView
• Learned about SCALE (KENO-VI)
• Learned about Criticality Safety
• Significant calculation effort completed
• More details provided by Scott during a later session.
• Covid had minimal impact as both telework and onsite work were available.